
Examples of PowerBI / SQL reporting currently in use in our Trust 
 

Although we have built reports based on transactions from our ledger with budgets, this extract will 
focus on areas we think other trusts might not have looked at yet. We have put a lot of work in to 
innovating reporting within our Financial Services department. 

Please note these screenshots use randomised names and does not represent real Debtors/Creditors 

 

 

If you change the date range the aged debt report will go back to the latest available date. This 
possible through the use of a snapshot database and DAX measures changing the filter context of 
the table to the last date. 

Note we can filter on a division, down to the cost centre level using the full hierarchy, as well as 
removing current debt. This can be done in realtime 



 

 

Once you have seen something to look into you can filter all the way down to invoice line level 

 

 

If you think this customer is an issue you can filter on them, and see how they have trended over the 
whole trust 

As you can see this supplier was an isolated case and fell off the ARTB soon after 

 



 

 

 

 

You can also filter by invoice type, in this case is NHS, please note we have used a random name 
table to hide the real customer: 

This shows all NHS debt over 180 days, as you can see this tool has radically improved our 
performance.  

 

 



Also have a similar report for creditors  

 

 

 

Next is an example of how we have built up a dataset of AP backlog invoices, to see where issues are 
in the AP team. 

 

This can be filtered on supplier and AP clerk 

We have an issue but I know who I need to talk too 



 

 

 

 

 

The next report is the AP spend report with over 3 million invoice distributions in it. 

 

In this example I’ve filtered on catering as I wasn’t to know if we have an issue with high volume low 
value invoices, as you can see work is needed by we can see the problem in seconds. 

 



The next is a report from the same dataset showing, the PO / Non PO performance (we can filter by 
department too) where an invoice is coded to a GL our Procurement dept thinks should be PO. 
These can be checked out to see.  

 

 

 

Most of this data is compiled from report that we upload into SQL directly on an SQL macro. Press 
one button and the data is updated. 

 

VBA code using ADO to interact directly with SQL. We would be happy to share this with any trust if 
they would also find it useful. 



 

The allows the creation of a snapshot database which can be time sliced to create most of the 
reports demonstrated in this document. 

One last thing did we mention we have a post code for each supplier, so with a bit of DAX magic we 
can report on local spend, area spend and national

 

Example of DAX measure: 
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